LCD TELEVISIONS

SHARP LC-40LB700X
40” 100hz LED Backlight LCD Television with Built in Bluray Player

$1,595+ GST
ITEM # LC-40LB700X

- LED Backlight LCD Television
- Full HD New “X-Gen Panel” for bright & wide viewing pictures
- Full array “Ultra Brilliant LED” provides even brightness across the screen
- AQUOS Link for one touch control of Aquos bluray player
- 7 day EPG (Electronic Program Guide) enables you to search for a program
- Integrated Bluray Player
- Advanced OPC (Optical Picture Control)
- Dimensions: 964w x 665h x 309d mm

BUILT-IN BLURAY PLAYER

ROOM DIVIDERS

COMMUNICATE ROOM DIVIDERS

$449 + GST
ITEM # VRD1890

CREATE MORE FOCUSED ‘COMMUNICATION PODS’
REDUCE LARGER AREAS INTO SMALLER QUIETER ZONES
THEY CAN BE TURNED AT RIGHT ANGLES OR CONNECTED IN A STRAIGHT LINE
YOU CAN CONNECT AS MANY ROOM DIVIDERS TOGETHER AS YOU NEED TO PARTITION ROOMS INTO 2
- Charcoal pinnable fabric 1 side
- Magnetic whiteboard the other
- Locking castors
- Joinable
- Supplied with flipchart pad hooks & magnetic pen shelf
- 1820 x 950mm overall size
- When 2 modules are connected, they share 1 set of wheels
- Optional Extra: Connector Piece - Code: VRD1890C $28 + GST

PLASMA LCD WALL MOUNTS

ADJUSTABLE TILT PANEL MOUNT
For Plasma & LCD’S Monitors

$175 + GST
ITEM # QT53214

- Mount your flat panel to the wall
- Fits flat panels measuring 30” to 60” with perforated back panel for cables & slide bar for locking
- Holds up to 75kgs in weight
- Tilttable up to 15 degrees

FIXED PANEL MOUNT
For Plasma & LCD’S Monitors

$145 + GST
ITEM # QT53213

- Mount your flat panel to the wall
- Fits flat panels measuring 30” to 60” with perforated back panel for cables & slide bar for locking
- Holds up to 75kgs in weight

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO 10% GST

FAX: 1800 676 083 PH: 1800 804 230 ABN 20 086 000 731
### TUFFY QTWPTV44C
112cm Trolley with Cabinet

- Designed for reliable mobility of your flat panel TV & security of accessories
- Universally fits flat panels from 32” to 60”
- Glide bracket design easily hooks onto wall plates
- Screen will be tiltable up to 15 degrees
- Lockable cabinet is made from 20 guage steel with recessed chrome handle
- Construction from an engineered thermoplastic resin, injection molded, that will not chip, warp, crack, rust or peel
- Two reinforcements molded into the 5cm thick top shelf for extra strength & exclusive counter weight system for stability
- Shelf size: 61w x 81d cm
- Dimensions:
  - Floor to centre of the panel mount = 175cm
  - Floor to top shelf = 112cm
  - Bottom shelf to middle shelf = 48cm
  - Middle shelf to top shelf = 40cm
- Integrated wire management

**$2,295 + GST**

ITEM # QTWPTV44C

### TUFFY QTWPTV44
112cm Trolley

- Designed for reliable mobility of your flat panel TV & security of accessories
- Universally fits flat panels from 32” to 60”
- Glide bracket design easily hooks onto wall plates
- Screen will be tiltable up to 15 degrees
- Construction from an engineered thermoplastic resin, injection molded, that will not chip, warp, crack, rust or peel
- Two reinforcements molded into the 5cm thick top shelf for extra strength & exclusive counter weight system for stability
- Shelf size: 61w x 81d cm
- Dimensions:
  - Floor to centre of the panel mount = 175cm
  - Floor to top shelf = 112cm
  - Bottom shelf to middle shelf = 48cm
  - Middle shelf to top shelf = 40cm
- Integrated wire management

**$1,925 + GST**

ITEM # QTWPTV44

### TUFFY QTWPTV28C
71cm Trolley with Cabinet

- Designed for reliable mobility of your flat panel TV & security of accessories
- Universally fits flat panels from 32” to 60”
- Glide bracket design easily hooks onto wall plates
- Screen will be tiltable up to 15 degrees
- Lockable cabinet is made from 20 guage steel with recessed chrome handle
- Construction from an engineered thermoplastic resin, injection molded, that will not chip, warp, crack, rust or peel
- Two reinforcements molded into the 5cm thick top shelf for extra strength & exclusive counter weight system for stability
- Shelf size: 61w x 81d cm
- Dimensions:
  - Floor to centre of the panel mount = 175cm
  - Floor to top shelf = 112cm
  - Bottom shelf to middle shelf = 48cm
  - Middle shelf to top shelf = 40cm
- Integrated wire management

**$1,965 + GST**

ITEM # QTWPTV28C

### TUFFY QTWPTV28
71cm Trolley

- Designed for reliable mobility of your flat panel TV & security of accessories
- Universally fits flat panels from 32” to 60”
- Glide bracket design easily hooks onto wall plates
- Screen will be tiltable up to 15 degrees
- Construction from an engineered thermoplastic resin, injection molded, that will not chip, warp, crack, rust or peel
- Two reinforcements molded into the 5cm thick top shelf for extra strength & exclusive counter weight system for stability
- Shelf size: 61w x 81d cm
- Dimensions:
  - Floor to centre of the panel mount = 175cm
  - Floor to top shelf = 112cm
  - Bottom shelf to middle shelf = 48cm
  - Middle shelf to top shelf = 40cm
- Integrated wire management

**$1,750 + GST**

ITEM # QTWPTV28

### TUFFY QTWPSMS20
Table Top Stand

- Designed to sit on a table top or as a retro fit for previously purchased Tuffy Trolleys
- Universally fits flat panels from 32” to 60”
- Glide bracket design easily hooks onto wall plates
- Screen will be tiltable up to 15 degrees
- Full steel construction with black powder coat finish
- Heavy guage steel base construction for stability
- Integrated wire management
- 50cm High (measurement from the table to the centre of the mount)

**$1,095 + GST**

ITEM # QTWPSMS20

### TUFFY QTWPSMS51
130cm Table Mobile Stand with Shelf

- Designed to be used in the most public of environments where the highest degree of style, safety & reliability is required
- Universally fits flat panels from 32” to 50”
- Glide bracket design easily hooks onto wall plates
- Screen will be tiltable up to 15 degrees
- Single shelf for DVD player
- Integrated wire management & performed back panels.
- 10cm Lockable castors
- Black powder coat finish
- 129cm High (measurement from the floor to the centre of the mount)

**$1,495 + GST**

ITEM # QTWPSMS51

---

ALL ORDERS OVER $250 DELIVERED FREE

**PH**: 1800 804 230

**FAX**: 1800 676 083

**ABN**: 20 086 000 731